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Abstract: Traditional education system is dynamically changing to the concept of smart education, which faces many new challenges related to teaching session planning, management and monitoring. In this proposed system, we are providing the lecturer with a proper plan to manage and monitor the teaching sessions effortlessly. The traditional approach of creating a teaching session plan for teachers is a very hectic task and wastes a lot of time which could instead be used for some productive work. Our proposed system helps teachers to create Teaching Plan for generating the standardized Lesson Plans for every topic. Teaching Session Automation also helps the senior management of the colleges to keep a track of the Syllabus Status of each Class.
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1. Introduction

Teachers spend the larger part of the day, providing answers to the essential questions, managing and organizing the students and work flow, creating the friendly learning ecosystem. The traditional approach of creating a teaching session plan for teachers is a very hectic task and wastes a lot of time which could instead be used for some productive work. Teaching Session Automation is a Web-based Software for Teachers and Colleges to Plan, Manage, and Track the Lesson Plans efficiently. This Lesson Plan Management System turns the tedious task of Lesson Planning into an absolutely remarkable experience for the teachers. Our System helps teachers to create Teaching Plan Templates for designing the standardized Lesson Plans for every topic. In [1] Time Table creation Algorithm is main component of the project which produces the HTML based time table even / odd semester sheet as the output. The project takes various inputs from the user such as Lecturer List, Topic List, and Academic Calendar, Available room List, Day wise List and Time Chart. The knowledge base serves as input to the Timetable Generator Algorithm residing on server machine. The knowledge-base is in the middle, because it is between our timetabling algorithm and GUI front end which is designed in the last. After the representation of KB is standardized, they designed the time table generation algorithm. The Feature of security is strong so the record can be updated strictly only by Admin & related faculty to that subject. The home page contains three categories of user. The specific login screen will appear on clicking any of the corresponding button. Password screen includes the username and password. On entering the valid credentials i.e. username and password then only the valid user is given access to the system. Logging in to the system can be done in three ways, as there are three users; that is, administrator login, student’s login and faculty’s login. The admin here is responsible to register of the new student to the system. In [2] provided solution is a website and it works as an alternative to the current timetable management system. We used Milestone approach as our research methodology. As the initial step, proper investigation could be launched about the current Time Table Generation System through interviewing the students, faculty and timetable in charge. As a result, advantages and disadvantages of that system could be clearly analyzed. Then, in this paper they conducted an appropriate literature survey of their other works with referred to this subject to make an improvement in the problem definition and find out technology to be used and its solution. Later, overall research design was
constructed. Then, the system was developed using several tools such as PHP, MYSQL, Yii, Wamp Server and some more. Consequently, they implemented, deployed and evaluated that new system. In [3] one user interface is created which, will be used by the valid administrator. This administrator is authorized to access the Database or the time table information of the institution. The same concept and services that is already used on the desktop for the purpose of time table maintenance is used on the palmtop. After creating the user interface then different forms are created. Some of the proposed forms are login-form, main-form etc. Linking of the database with the different created forms will be performed. Data Provider provides access to data source that is SQL server i.e. it provides object to achieve functionalities like opening and closing connection, retrieve data and update data. A Dataset represents a collection of Data Tables objects, together with the relationships and constraints that bind the various tables together. Data adapter acts as a bridge between data store and data set or in short it provides logic that would get data from the data source and populates the tables in the Dataset. Starting with debugging the application is deployed on the emulator. While deploying various emulation options are provided. The user can pick any of the emulator. Now the complete system will be made to run on the selected emulator. If the proposed system runs successfully on the emulator then only the application will be allowed to run on any type of PDAs. In [4] for solving timetable generation problem they have used evolutionary techniques. Algorithms like Genetic Algorithm, Evolutionary Algorithms were used. This paper centres on reviewing the difficulties of timetable generation in education system and using genetic algorithm to solve it. They have further used mimetic hybrid algorithm and Genetic Artificial Immune Network to solve this problem. Further they have compared the obtained solution with the solution obtained from genetic algorithm. By considering the result, they conclude that Genetic Artificial Immune Network can give optimal solution faster than that of genetic algorithm.

3. Conclusion

This survey has been performed for gathering the details of teaching plan Automation system and to find out different effective methods which are useful for generating teaching plan for faculties. Separate Teaching plan for the individual faculty is generated automatically by this system. The system reduces time consumption and pain in framing the teaching plan manually. The system is useful to automate the academic process which helps in reducing complex work.
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